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The Economics of the Case

The theoretical model (“Bertrand-Edgeworth”): put
forward by the Notifying Parties to quantity the price
effects of the transaction, taking into account both
synergies and remedies.

The empirical analysis of previous INEOS mergers
(“Difference-in-differences”): to investigate the existence
of INEOS’ market power pre-merger, and to contribute to
the analysis of geographic market definition.



Difference-in-differences: Basic Idea

In the years before the INEOS/Solvay transaction, INEOS
was involved in other mergers (Kerling in 2008 and
Tessenderlo in 2011)

These mergers impacted only the geographical markets
NWE, but not the (otherwise similar) markets ROE 1

Differencing price changes before/after the merger in
NWE relative to ROE gives the DD estimate

DG findings using the DD concern the price effects of the
Tessenderlo transaction. They are consistent with the
range indicated by the descriptive evidence.

Overall, high quality analysis by both DG and Parties...

1NWE consist of the Benelux, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. ROE=rest of Europe



Threats to Identification: List of Usual Suspects

Robustness to model specifications

Inclusion of group-specific linear time trends & triple
difference

Different samples

Placebo analysis

Multiple control groups

Inference: Standard error correction



Threats to Identification: Comments

Robustness to model specifications
Crisis dummy post Sep 2008 + construction index

Inclusion of group-specific linear time trends & triple
difference

Are trends always useful? No, Wolfers (2006) critique

Different samples
Elimination of 1 big client: Better ways to decide!

Placebo analysis
Good strategy, but the window of time is crucial

Multiple control groups
ROE vs. EE: Why using “wrong” control group?

Inference: Standard errors correction
Spatial correlation: spatial dependence in plant level
transactions data
Unit of treatment and small sample inference: suppose a
shock hits NWE in 2011m7... better be that ROE hit too


